
Concurrent Execution

The execution of a concurrent program consists of multiple processes
active at the same time.

A process progresses by submitting a sequence of instructions to a
processor (ie. CPU) for execution.

If the computer were to have a number of processors, then a number of
instructions from a number of processes may be executed at the same
time. This is parallel concurrency.

More often than not, it is not possible to dedicate a processor to each
executing process. Instead, a number of processes have to share the
same processor. However, the processor may only execute instructions
from one process at any one time. Parallel concurrent execution is
simulated by switching between the various processes that are executing
on the processor.

In this way, the processor interleaves the instruction sequences from
each individual process. The switching between processes can occur
voluntarily or in response to hardware and software interrupts.

This type of concurrent execution is known as interleaved concurrency.

Throughout this course, we shall model concurrent execution using a
model of interleaved concurrency.



Process Alphabets

Definition 1 The alphabet of a process is the set of actions with which
it can engage.

Example 1 Consider the following process description based on the
week 2 practicals:

set List = { default_domain, selected_domain }

set Text = { empty, user_text, List }

TextBox = TextBox[’empty],

TextBox[text: Text] = (selection[item: List] -> TextBox[item]

| edit[newText: Text] -> TextBox[newText]

).

Its alphabet is { selection[List], edit[Text] }.

ie. these are the only actions that this process may engage in.



Parallel Composition

So far, all our process definitions have been sequential. If we wish to
model GUI’s that allow the user to interact more than one item on the
GUI at the same time, then we need to combine the GUI elements using
parallel composition.

Definition 2 If P and Q are processes, then we may form the new
process P || Q.

This process may engage in any actions belonging to P or Q in parallel

(see below for examples).

The operator || is known as the parallel composition operator.

Note: The parallel composition operator allows tools to be built that
may build up complex GUI’s using a point and click style of
programming.



Example 2 Consider the following GUI process that allows one to click
on a button:

Button = (click -> END).

Clearly, this process has the single trace click.

At the same time (ie. concurrently or independently) we may also
interact with Java applet. The applet allows us to draw a coloured
circle. To draw the circle the user needs to say where its center is, and
what its radius is. This behavior is described by the following process:

DrawCircle = (center -> radius -> END).

Clearly, this process has the single (two element) trace
center -> radius



And, together, we obtain the process:

||GUI = (Button || DrawCircle).

However, we now have the following traces for this process:

• click -> center -> radius

• center -> click -> radius

• center -> radius -> click

Notice how the actions for each parallel process have been interleaved.



Example 3 Consider a clock radio. This process consists of two
component processes: one that causes the clock to tick; and one that
causes the radio to be on or off. The following describes such a
behavior:

Clock = (tick -> Clock).

Radio = (on -> off -> Radio).

||ClockRadio = (Clock || Radio).

This process has an infinite number of traces - even though the
component processes have only one trace each!

The clock process has the following trace behavior:

tick -> tick -> tick -> ...

whilst the radio has the following trace behavior:

on -> off -> on -> off -> on -> off -> ...



By interleaving these two trace behaviors, we obtain the collection of
all possible trace behaviors for our clock radio. Thus, for example, the
following are valid traces for the clock radio:

•
on -> tick -> tick -> off -> tick -> tick -> tick -> on -> off -> ...

•
tick -> on -> off -> on -> off -> on -> off -> tick -> on -> tick -> ...

The parallel composition operator is both commutative and associate.
Thus we have that:

• commutative: (P || Q) behaves exactly as (Q || P)

• associative: (P || (Q || R)) behaves exactly as ((P || Q) || R)

The reader is encouraged to verify this fact for themselves.



Shared Actions

So far, we have only considered composing processes when they have
disjoint alphabets (ie. no common actions).

If processes do have actions in common, and they are composed, then
these actions are said to be shared. Shared actions allow process
interaction to be modeled.

Unshared actions may be arbitrarily interleaved. However, a shared
action must be executed at the same time by all processes
that participate in that shared action.



Example 4 Consider the process Display, which models a window
displaying a message before it is closed.

Display = (message -> close -> END).

Also consider the process Alert, that displays an error message before
being closed.

Alert = (error -> close -> END).

And when they are composed together in parallel, we have the
description:

||GUI = (Display || Alert).



Since they have the action close in common, after the process Display
has engaged in the action message, it is forced to wait until the process
Alert has engaged in the action error, before they may both engage in
the action close. And similarly with the process Alert engaging in the
action error first.

Thus, their composed trace behaviors are:

• message -> alert -> close

• alert -> message -> close



Such shared actions cause our composed processes to synchronize their
behaviors. So, for example, in the previous example the processes
Display and Alert synchronize themselves with the action close.

To see how this synchronization may be put to good use, consider the
following example.

Example 5 A web page allows the user to enter data into a form
before submitting the information. A server, on receiving the submitted
information processes it. Clearly, the web page process may only submit
the data after it has been entered. The two processes need to
synchronize themselves when the submission is ready to occur.

The following describes such a process:

WebPage = (enter -> submit -> WebPage).

Server = (submit -> process -> Server).

||DistributedGUI = (WebPage || Server).

Notice how, by synchronizing around the submit action, the server is
forced to wait until the entered the data and the web page is forced to
wait before submitting the entered data.



Process Labeling

Consider the following radio process definition:

Radio = Radio[0],

Radio[state: 0..1] = (click -> Radio[(state+1)%2]).

What do we do if we wish to model a GUI that contains two radio
buttons?

As a first attempt, we might try using the process (Radio || Radio).
However, if we look at the traces of this process, we see that it is
indistinguishable from the process Radio! A more detailed analysis (in
the light of this weeks lectures) reveals that both of the Radio processes
synchronize themselves around the action click!!

To avoid this synchroziation we are forced to use a process labeling
construct, so that we may distinguish between the two different
processes.



Definition 3 Given a label lab and a process P, we may form the new
process lab: P.

If the process P can engage in the action act, then the process lab: P

can engage in the action lab.act.

In other words, lab: P prefixes each action in the alphabet of P with
the label lab.



Using this label prefixing, we may now describe our dual radio button
GUI by the process:

||GUI = (radio1: Radio || radio2: Radio).

Since the labels are disjoint (ie. radio1 and radio2) then it is clear that
the alphabets of radio1: Radio and radio2: Radio are also disjoint.

What is more, the alphabet of the process GUI is
{ radio1.click, radio2.click }.


